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New Delhi- 110001

Hon'ble Supreme Court regarding.

Respected Sir,

With warm regards this is in continuation of undersigned's discussion with
Brig.{Retd). Sh. V.A.M Hussain, Principal Advisor, Prasar Bharati on your instructions on 27th Feb

2014. We hereby submit a brief summary of four burning issues related to Members of this
Association.

Genesis of the problem : 6th CPC Recommendations' and urgency i.r.o. 7th CPC : lt is pertinent
to mention that at one point of time 6tn CPC was not considering us since our status was not
cleared. Later our status was of Central Govt, Employees was cleared when 6tn CPC was about
to submit its report. We succeeded in getting a hearing with Prof. Ravindra Dholakia, Member
6th CPC and explained the scenario. He assured us and at the nick of time it was included in 6th

CPC that we will be covered by EXTENT Rule.

All of the three issues are pending since 5th CPC and if these are not solved before in 7th CPC

these will continue for another ten years to come and the Members will be suffering. All of the
issues have been fought in various courts and have reached finality. Already the justice is
denied for years together.

[1]. Generalization Of ACP at per verdict of CAT PATNA upheld by Hon'ble Apex Court :

ACP and MACP: The ACP was announced by Govt. in 1999. We were denied the benefit of this
Scheme since our status was not cleared. In 2008 when MACP scheme was declared our status
of Govt. employee was cleared and we were granted 6th CPC. As per recommendations of 6th

CPC, later Prasar Bharati granted our legitimate right of getting MACP since it was part of Pay

commission. Later all the confusions about MACP were cleared by the recent approval of Prasar

Bharati Board. We are thankfull to Prasar Bharati for such a welfare oriented step.

We have got 5th CPC since Prasar Bharati was not formed. Formation of Prasar Bharati has

played a big role in creation of these anomalies.
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Perhaps we are the only deptt. where ACP is not granted but MACP is implemented. We agree
at the time when ACP was declared the confusion was prevailing about our status, but now
since everything is cleared so we are pursuing the matter of ACP as per verdict of CAT PATNA
upheld by Hon'ble Supreme Court. As per rough estimate lt has Financial lmplications of
around Rs. 70 Crores.

ln this case also all legal channels are exhausted and Govt. Review Petition is also dismissed by
Hon'ble High Court Patna on 22no Oct 2013.

[2]. Pay Parity Of Technicians With Lighting Assistants:

First Part of the issue : The chronology of events right from 1983, When as a result of Hon. SC

judgment.
Lighting Assistant pay was stepped up :

Rs.425r{bo w.e.f. 1983 (third CPC)

Rs.1"400 scale w.e.f. O1,/0L/86 upto 31.12.95 (4th CPC)

from 01-01-96 onwards Pay parity of Tech with LA is already established as a result of Order by
Ministry of | & B in the scale of Rs. 4500-7000.

Hon'ble Supreme Court has granted Pay Parity to Technician with Lighting Assistants for the
period from July'83 to Dec'95 in corresponding scales with Notional Fixation. lt has very little
Financial lmplications sinCe there will be no Arrears for the period July'83 to Dec'95. But from
Otl0t.lgi Arrears are to be paid subjected to corresponding effect of fixation of Pay as per

fitment tables and formulas.

Second Part of the issue : ln 2ott, Lighting Assistants again went to Court and got Rs. 5000-

8000 scale with retrospective effect from 01.0L.96. Since Hon'ble Supreme Court has granted

Pay parity in previous scales the Tech. are also entitled for the scale of Rs. 5000-8000 as per the
spirit of Hon'ble Supreme Court decision.

This proposal has been approved by DG(AIR), Prosor Bhorati, Hon'ble MIB also ond wos sent

to Deptt. Of Expenditure. As per information it is sent bock on Financial Grounds. lt has

Financiol implications to the tune of Rs. 748 Crores. (We feelthat actual Financial implicotions
is /ess than what is proiected),

(3). One cadre One pay :
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The EAs joined after 25.02.1999 are placed in the scale of Rs. 5000-8000 while incumbent EAs

are working in scale of Rs. 6500-10500. This is a violation of Article L4, !6 and 2L of Constitution
of India. This issue has been fought and also reached finality. Since the staff upto 5th Oct 2007
are in the same category of Govt. Employees. all cadres having same post but working in

different cadres, are entitled for this benefit.

DG-AIR's prepored o comprehensive proposal to the Ministry doted 77.02.2077 for oll
deprived cadres working in different scales is already prepared including Finonciol
Implications which is around 35 Crores, So the Financiol implicotions ore to be calculoted for
remainina period till dote ond it has to be implemented since all legol chonnels ore
exhausted.

In this issue contempts were filed in earlier and now these contempts are revived after the
Review Petition of the Govt. is dismissed with which the contempts were linked.

All of the above issues ore defended by DG(AIR) . the Cadre Control Authority in various courts. tt
is surprising and disoppointing that for every small thing the clarification is being sought from
Ministry of I & B while all detoils ore alreody with DG(AIR).

Cadre Review of Sub ordinate Engg. Employyees : lt is pertinent to mention that Cadre Review
Exercise of Sub ordinate Engg. Employees is going on but without solving above mentioned
issues, this exercise will be of no use. The very purpose of the cadre review exercise will be

befitted. So in the light of this exercise also it is necessary to solve above mentioned three
issues.

As we mentioned above in the tight of /h CpC these issue are to be solved urgently to prevail
these anomolies to be continued for another yeors to come. We request to toke immediste
steps towards implementation for these justified demond in d time bound manner.

lmplementation of above soid verdicts will benefit around 70,000 employees of Sub Ordinate
Engg. Codres from Helpers to AEs.

cc for information to :
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